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Abstract. The design of electrical machines and magnetic actuators requires accurate models to represent
hysteresis effects in ferromagnetic materials. The magnetic nonlinearity of the iron core is usually considered
by an anhysteretic magnetization curve. With this assumption, hysteresis’ effects in the field computation
are completely neglected. This paper presents a comparative study of different hysteresis models, particularly
Pragmatic Algebraic Model (PAM) and vector stop model, with regard to a vector anhysteretic anisotropic
model. The PAM turns out to be an efficient model implemented with one mathematical equation. The multi
cells stop model relies on a consistent thermodynamic formulation, whose dissipation corresponds to a dry
friction-like element. Both models implement a constitutive relationship, in which the magnetic flux density
vector as independent input and magnetic field strength as output. With a rotational single sheet tester
(RSST), various tests for a sample of material FeSi24-50A (FeSi) with a silicon proportion of 2.4 wt% can
be proceeded under the application of relevant field distribution. The obtained measured data are applied to
parameterize and validate the models. Following numerical experiments the results are compared with those
obtained by means of an anhysteretic anisotropic model.

1 Introduction

The anisotropic characterization of non-oriented (NO) soft
magnetic materials depends on the shape of ferromagnetic
crystal and magnetic moment. The ferromagnetic steel has
a body-centered crystal structure. Each crystallographic
direction represents an easy, medium or hard magnetiz-
ability [1]. The crystals of NO materials are oriented in
an arbitrary manner, which leads to an isotropic material
property. However, the rolling process during production
of electrical steel induces the magnetic anisotropy [2].
Afterwards, to produce the magnetic core of rotating elec-
trical machines, manufacturing processes are also applied
to these NO soft magnetic materials. As a result, even
NO materials possess a preferred direction in magnetic
texture, which induces anisotropy [3,4].

There are several vector hysteresis play and stop mod-
els, which can predict the magnetic anisotropy of the
electrical steel sheets. There are mainly two ways to
vectorize the play and stop models [5]. One way is to
superpose scalar play and stop models along azimuthal
direction, which is similar to vectorize the Preisach model
[6]. Or the play and stop operators can be vectorized
directly [7]. In both ways, the vector hysteresis mod-
els can get the anisotropic magnetization properties from
different directions.

The anisotropic anhysteretic magnetization model can
represent the anisotropic magnetization of electical steel
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sheets. There are earlier works aim to develop the
anisotropic anhysteretic magnetization model. The model
defined by Langevin functions can take the effect of
magnetocrystalline anisotropy into account [8]. With
an energy point of view, the anisotropy magnetization
curves can also be implemented by contours of the
coenergy/energy density [9].

In this paper, we focus on the vector stop model based
on vectorized stop operators and an anhysteretic mag-
netization model predicated on measurements. After a
description of the RSST topologies, a study of vector
responses of a standard non-oriented electrical steel FeSi
specimen under unidirectional excitations follows. In par-
ticular, we discussed the magnetic anisotropy determined
from RSST. In Section 3, the PAM is described together
with the vector stop model, in order to elaborate their
mathematical and physical implementations. These two
vector hysteresis models have B as input and H as out-
put variable. This H(B) relationship allows integrating
directly in FE with vector magnetic potential formula-
tion. By applying measured main loops in rolling direction
(RD) and transversal direction (TD) to both vector mod-
els, the parameters can be identified. Furthermore, the
presented vector hysteresis models cover the elliptical
anisotropy effects.

The aim of this paper is to present a comparison
study for two different vector hysteresis models and one
anhysteretic anisotropic model by setting up numerical
experiments. In this way, it gives insight into each model
and helps selecting an appropriate model for different
applications.
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Fig. 1. Topology of RSST system [10].

2 Experimental techniques

The single sheet tester (SST) has been widely used
to characterize the magnetic properties of electric steel
sheets. In contrast to SST, besides amplitudes, the angles
of B and H vectors in respect to the RD can be deter-
mined through vector measurements. Figure 1a reveals the
topology of RSST, a two dimensional magnetic field can
be created by four excitation coils, which are placed on
four magnetizing poles. The FeSi sample with a thickness
of 0.483 mm has a 60× 60 mm square shape. The sample
is placed in the middle of the yokes for the purpose of a
symmetrical magnetization. To measure the B field, the
search coils (B-coils) are wired around the sample through
drilled holes with a distance of 20 mm in x and y direc-
tions, as depicted in Figure 1b. The H field is determined
by H-coils under the sample [10].

In this paper, the flux densities from 0.1 T to 1.6 T
with a step of 0.1 T are applied on the sample as unidi-
rectional excitations. To extract the anisotropy character,
the sample is alternating magnetized along the directions
from 0◦ to 90◦ in 10◦ steps.

The measuring under unidirectional excitations are
depicted in Figure 2. From Figure 2a an expected
anisotropy of the material can be noticed. The easy
magnetization direction is in RD. At lower magnetic exci-
tations, the hard magnetization is in TD and the measured
H-loci is shaped like an ellipse. As polarization increases,
the hard magnetization direction changes into the angle
of approximately 70◦ and the H-loci is distorted. There-
fore, to represent the behavior of NO electrical sheets,
a model with considering the anisotropy under different
excitations is needed.

The φHamp
implements the angles of the amplitude of H

in respect to RD. They are plotted over the amplitude of
B in Figure 2b. As the B excited the sample unidirectional
from 0◦ to 90◦ in 10◦ steps, except in the RD and TD,
the measured H does not lie in the same direction as the
excitation B. The directions of measured H lay exactly
in 0◦ and 90◦, because in this case the excitation comes
only from RD or TD. When the material is saturated, a
vanishing of difference from φHamp

to excitation directions
can be observed.

3 Anisotropic anhysteretic algebraic model

By means of interpolation between measured magnetiz-
ing curves in different angles, an anhysteretic algebraic

Fig. 2. Measured magnetic field strength for unidirectional
polarization from 0.1 T up to 1.6 T with a frequency of 50 Hz.

Fig. 3. Simulated H-Loci with the anhysteretic anisotropic
material model under unidirectional magnetic flux density
excitations up to 1.6 T.

model to represent the magnetizability, depending on exci-
tation angles and amplitudes is developed [11]. Figure 3
reveals the model reactions to unidirectional B excita-
tions up to 1.6 T. As the model is based directly on
measurements, the simulated anhysteretic H loci behaves
closely to the measurements. For lower magnetizations
under 1.6 T, the hard magnetization direction rotates from
TD to quasi 70◦. The black lines represent the amplitude
of B excitations from 0.1 T to 1.6 T. The corresponding
H responses are shown also with black lines in H-Loci.
At higher magnetization such as 2 T, there is no increase
in polarization due to collinearity of domain direction to
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Fig. 4. Graphical illustration the magnetic properties with
the anhysteretic anisotropic material model under unidirectional
magnetic flux density excitations until 2 T.

the applied field direction. The material at this satura-
tion state demonstrates a more isotropic phenomenon as
in Figure 4.

4 Hysteresis model

In electrical machines, laminated soft magnetic cores
exhibit hysteresis losses. The hysteresis losses are the
consequence of sudden jumps of the magnetic domain
walls (Barkhausen effect) on microscopic scale as declared
in Section 1, these phenomena can be covered through
a coupled dynamic constitutive model, as presented in
[12] or a pragmatic two-scale model [13]. However, the
demand on computation time and memory requirements
of these models are enormous. The PAM utilizes an alge-
braic approximation of a fully coupled lamination model
[13], which is based on mesoscopic and is more efficient
than dynamic hysteresis model. The stop model can solve
microscopic phenomena with a macroscopic view. In this
paper, the measured quasi-static major hysteresis loops in
RD as commonly indicated as (x) and TD (y), which is
depicted in Section 2 with unidirectional excitations, were
used to identify both hysteresis models.

4.1 PAM

With six parameters in one algebraic formulation equa-
tion (1), PAM takes the static and dynamic effects into
account. The first term of formulation with parame-
ters p0 − p2 characterizes the anhysteretic magnetization
curve. The second term is linked to macroscopic eddy
currents. The H is related to the derivative of B with
respect to time with parameter p3. The last term with
p4 − p5 consideres the hysteresis effect. With the term Ḃ,
the hysteresis is interpred in the way of rate dependent.

H(B, Ḃ, pk) = (p0 + p1|B|2p2)B+ (p3 +
p4√

p25 + |Ḃ|2
)Ḃ

(1)
As the anisotropic character of the material is taken into

account, the isotropic scalar PAM equation (1) is extended
into a two-dimensional vector hysteresis model [14]. That
means the H(B) has a direction dependency and it can

Fig. 5. Comparasion of simulated H response by PAM with
measured response in RD and TD for FeSi under alternated
excitation up to 1.6 T.

Table 1. Identified parameters for PAM.

Directions p0 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

x 75.6 0.0223 11.47 0.0001 65.8 15
y 85.56 0.0288 12.101 0.0002 74.1 15.065

be described with Hx(Bx), Hy(By) equation (2). Fur-
thermore, two sets of parameters pk each for x and y
directions, need to be determined.

Hx(Bx, Ḃx, pkx) =(p0x + p1x|Bx|2p2x)Bx

+ (p3x +
p4x√

p25x + |Ḃx|2
)Ḃx

Hy(By, Ḃy, pky) =(p0y + p1y|By|2p2y )By

+ (p3y +
p4y√

p25y + |Ḃy|2
)Ḃy

(2)

By minimizing the least square approximation error
between the response of the PAM and the measurements,
the identified parameters are summarized in Table 1.
The simulated major hysteresis loops by PAM were com-
pared with measured data (Fig. 5). It is apparent that
the PAM is capable to represent hysteresis loops with
sufficient accuracy. Taking elliptical anisotropy into con-
sideration only twelve parameters need to be determined
using two measured major loops. In comparison to anhys-
teretic anisotropic model, the measurements expense is
small. With only one mathematical expression, it ensures
a low computation cost compared to play or stop models.

4.2 STOP model

Common hysteresis models have been proposed in the
past, such as the well-known Preisach model [15] and
Jiles-Atherton model [16]. These models have been vector-
ized and can offer a precise and continuous representation
of rate independent hysteresis of soft magnetic materi-
als. However, it is a challenge to precisely predict the
material behavior through extrapolation of measurements.
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Furthermore, under which condition they satisfy the sec-
ond law of thermodynamics is still an open question.
This paper proposed a quasi-static anisotropic vector stop
model inspired by the energy-based model presented in
[17]. It is able to display the inverse material constitu-
tive relationship H = H(B) directly with stop operators,
avoiding the inversion of play operators which is more
efficient from a numerical point of view.

To introduce the stop model, the physical background
with respect to the play model is presented firstly. As
presented in Section 1, the physical origin of hysteresis at
the microscopic level, is on the one hand the anisotropy
of crystallites and on the other hand, the Barkhausen
jumps caused by pinning forces due to impurities of the
materials. According to [18], these domain wall pinning
forces are analog to the dry friction forces and its physical
explanation, based on thermodynamic potentials, is given
as follows.

G = −H · J+ F (3)

where G corresponds to the Gibb’s energy, F the Helmholz
free energy, H the applied magnetic field and J magnetic
polarization.

According to the thermodynamic second law, a closed
system comes to its steady state by reaching the high-
est entropy with constant internal energy. This means,
a closed system with a constant temperature and pres-
sure takes the state of equilibrium in which its Gibbs free
energy has the smallest possible value. The equation (3)
can be rewritten as:

H = ∇JF. (4)

The µ as positive definite is deduced by convexity of
F. Considering an ideal material without impurities, the
material response J to H is a reversible anhysteretic curve.
At this state, the corresponding magnetization is denoted
as Jre, the magnetic field strength Hre and the free energy
Fre. Taking impurities into account, which means the
system is discontinued disrupted by small potentials. To
overcome these defects in material, an applied magnetic
field Hirr must be bigger than the pinning field (slop
of these potentials), which in [18] is called as a threshold
value k by analogy with a dry friction element. Otherwise,
there is no change in J. This causes Barkhausen jumps,
which correspond with energy losses hence irreversible
process.

Therefore, the energy potential and magnetic field
quantities can be decomposed into reversible and irre-
versible parts equations (5)–(6). They are the fundamental
formulations of the vector hysteresis model proposed in
this paper.

F (J) = Fre(J) + Firr(J) (5)

H = Hre +Hirr (6)

The reversible part Hre can be presented as a rhe-
ological spring element, which implements a nonlinear
anhysteretic character of the material in respect to J.
Applying an anisotropy anhysteretic model with this

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the mechanical analogy for
energy based multi-cells play and stop models.

reverserble element, the anisotropy of the stop model can
be further improved. The irreversible part Hirr is carried
out by a rheological friction slider with a threshold of
k. The parallel collection of spring (elastic) and friction
slider (perfect plastic) composes a play operator, while
the series collection constitutes the stop operator, which
both implement the hysteresis effect revealed previously.

Moreover, the pinning force is not homogenized in real
material but carried out with a distribution law. A multi-
cells model (Prandtl-Ishilinskii’s model) is developed to
take this phenomenon into account. Each hysteron pos-
sesses a pinning field kn with different amplitudes. As
every combination of thermodynamic consistent elements
is thermodynamic consistent [19], the Prandtl-Ishilinskii’s
model is derived by continuous superposition of play or
stop hysterons. As depicted in Figure 6a, the play model
with the constitutive relationship J(H) decomposes the
polarization J into a finite number n of subfields, while in
the stop model, the outcome H is divided into cells.

In contrast to primal models, the stop model (Fig. 6b)
has J as the input, and H as the response of the mate-
rial. Instead of H, the J is divided into a reversible and
an irreversible part. Here J, is assumed to be the strain
of the rheological elements while H is the stress. As the
friction element is combined with spring element in series,
the stresses between them are equal to the total stress
response of each cell, which means Hre=Hirr=H. Hence,
the total H can be evaluated from the spring response
Hre from each stop hysterons equation (7).

H =

N∑
n=1

wnf(Jre) (7)
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Fig. 7. Three stop hysteron operators Sk,x and the shape func-
tion f(Bx) with respect to the input magnetic flux density B in
x direction.

here the weight value wn corresponds to the volume den-
sity of each hysteron, describing the contribution for the
total polarization from each hysteron.

In both models, the anhysteretic nonlinear curve is
implemented with the first spring element. The g(Hre)
and f(Jre) are the shape functions each based on play and
stop operators.

According to thermodynamics, the hysteresis loops in
the form of B(H) should always have a counter-clockwise
circular movement due to nonnegative hysteresis dissipa-
tion energy. This phenomenon should be revealed by play
model. As stop model constituted with H(B), a clock-
wise movement should be supplied. In order to focus
on the main topic of this paper, which is to depict the
inverse relationship H = H(B), the play model is not fur-
ther discussed in details. A geometrically vectorized stop
hysteron operator, as equation (8) presented in [20], was
applied to the stop model, the scalar model can be directly
expanded to a vector model. It is assumed that the dif-
ference between polarization of material J and the input
magnetic flux density B is neglectable.

Sk,d(J) = max(min((Bd −B0
d) + S0

k,d, kn),−kn) (8)

with the B0 and S0
k,d, from previous time point; kn the

n-th threshold. The d in S0
k,d and Bd means the direction

in x or y. Bx and By are the input flux densities in x and
y direction. The shape function is based on each stop hys-
teron constituted. The hyperbolic sine function is used to
emulate the shape of H(B) [21]. A graphical representa-
tion is depicted in Figure 7. The model is constructed with
parallel connection of three cell elements. The first stop
hysteron consists of only one elastic spring element which
possesses no threshold and is therefore, reversible. This
first hysteron represents the anhysteretic nonlinear curve.
Increasing the excitation B from zero, the stop hysterons
start to rotate clockwise. This means, in Figure 7 the left
side of hysterons correspond to the ascending curve and
the right side to the descending curve. This represents the
thermodynamic consistency as presented previously. For
each hysteron, the threshold kn and weight wn are signed.

Furthermore, different kinds of excitations are pushed
into a three cells model to test the model’s response. The
simulated H-Loci and H(B) curves in each direction are
shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Responses of stop model with three stop hysterons under
different excitations.

With three stop hysteron operators, the model is able to
reply satisfying results. In the first test case, the excitation
B is assumed to rotate (Fig. 8a). The elliptic outcome of
H-loci depicts an anisotropy phenomenon of the material.

Next to it, the excitation grows with time (Fig. 8b).
The H-loci is denser at lower B and looser at higher flux
density excitation. Since B as input increases from zero,
the response H rises slower in comparison to B in proxim-
ity to the saturation value. This behaves exactly the other
way in a play model. In Figure 8c, this three cells model
is able to build minor loops for a third ordered harmonic
excitation.

The same measurements have been used to test the stop
model. Moreover, the same unidirectional field as for the
PAM is given as input to the model. The modelled main
loops in x and y direction are compared to the measured
one. The parameters are identified to minimize the error.
With three stop hysteron operators, the validated results
are shown in Figure 9. Deviations around the knee of the
hysteresis curves are apparent and more significant than
in the PAM.

5 Numeric experiments

The simulated results are compared to the carried out
alternating measurements. The measurements are mag-
netic flux densities controlled with angles between 0◦
and 90◦ and amplitudes between 0 T and 1.6 T. The
following figures show the vector responses of the mod-
els separated into the x and y direction (Fig. 10). The
anhysteretic model covers the full anisotropy of the mate-
rial but neglects the hysteretic effect (Fig. 10a). Based
on the presented results it can be stated that, with
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Fig. 9. Comparison measured with simulated magnetic fields by
stop model.

Fig. 10. Comparison of models to measurements.

the anisotropic anhysteretic algebraic model, the rep-
resentation of anisotropy has a good agreement with
measurements, but it relates to high measurement efforts.
In addition, this is an anhysteretic vector model, which
neglects the hysteresis effect of electric steel sheets.

The vector hysteretic models PAM and stop can both
represent the hysteresis effect. With only two measured

Table 2. Comparison of proposed models.

Vector models Anisotropic PAM Stop
algebraic model

Anisotropy ++ + ++
Hysteresis − + +
Measurement efforts high low medium
Simulation efforts medium low high
Quality medium medium high

major loops in x and y directions, the PAM is able
to implement an elliptical anisotropy (Fig. 10b). This
means, the vector formulation should be adapted for a
better anisotropy, e.g. saturation condition and multiple
directions.

The static stop model relies on a thermodynamic consis-
tency and its numeric effort is proportional to the number
of hysterons. The material responses under a more compli-
cated input signal, for example harmonic excitations, can
be reacted with the stop model. In order to validate this
excitation, further study will be investigated. By integrat-
ing the anhysteretic anisotropic model in a stop model, the
anisotropy can be more clearly demonstrated (Fig. 10c).

The results are summed up to give an overview and help
choosing an appropriate model for the machine design and
simulation processes (Tab. 2).

6 Conclusion

This paper utilizes anhysteretic anisotropic model and two
different vector hysteresis models. Comparisons to mea-
sured data are given. Furthermore, a comparison study
with these three models are presented.

The stop model presented here is simplified to update in
each time step explicitly. That means the previous time
step value is used to update the stop hysterons, which
avoids nonlinear iteration and saves computation costs
but decreases its accuracy. By means of implicit solving,
the model may be improved. A variational approach will
be investigated in future works. Another further improve-
ment will deal with the convex energy surface formulation,
which directly represents the magnetic anisotropic proper-
ties of the material and ensures the numerical robustness
of the model.
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research project number 373150943 “Vector hysteresis modeling
of ferromagnetic materials” supported this work.
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